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DISASTER
PLANNING
CREATE A RESPONSE PLAN FOR
THE UNEXPECTED

Lifegate Church in Omaha, Nebraska, has never been hit by a
tornado. It’s never caught fire. There have been a few violent
incidents in the local community, but not at the church itself.
With this track record, the possibility of a disaster seems remote. So why does
the church have a response plan for fires, tornadoes, violent acts, and other
hazards? Why do they ask a congregation of about 1,500 to perform monthly
fire drills?
“We never want to say, ‘We didn’t plan for that.’ We want to be as thorough
in our planning as we can possibly be,” says Mike Martin, Lifegate’s facilities
and security director. “We want to know that we’re ready to protect our flock if
something ever does happen.”
Your ministry may already have created evacuation procedures in case of a fire,
or a sheltering process for when a tornado is nearby. Taking the next steps of
creating a written response plan for a variety of worst-case scenarios can help
you protect your people and speed the recovery process should disasters occur.

Disaster Planning (continued)

Step 1: Form a Team
Have an individual or small team create the response plan.
Members of a ministry safety team or an individual with a
background in emergency response could be an ideal fit for
this role.
“The volunteer who heads up our team has 30 years of
experience in law enforcement,” says Bob James, church
administrator at Rich Fork Baptist Church in Thomasville,
North Carolina. “He’s a police officer, so he thinks like one.
That’s incredibly valuable.”
Receiving buy-in from ministry leaders is also important.
Martin says Lifegate’s senior pastor “really got behind” preparedness efforts, which helped ensure the plan would be
well-received and thoroughly implemented.

Step 2: Assess Risks
Once the team is in place, it’s time to perform a risk
assessment—determining which hazards could affect the
ministry and the worst-case scenarios they could cause.
Understanding the worst-case scenarios can lead to ideas
for responding effectively.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)1
recommends looking into:

• Potential threats. These could include fire, natural
disasters like floods and tornadoes, violent acts, utility
outages, and data losses.
• The probability of each threat affecting the ministry.
How likely is it that a given disaster will occur? Local
emergency management agencies may be able to
provide information on the most common threats in
your area.
Risk management practices also can affect the
probability of some disasters. For example, overloading
electrical outlets increases the likelihood of a fire. Trees
situated near power lines could increase the likelihood
of a power outage.
• The potential magnitude of each threat. What could
happen if each type of disaster affected your ministry?
People could be injured, property could be damaged or
destroyed, ministry operations could be disrupted, or
the ministry’s reputation could be tarnished. Consider
how the timing of a disaster could affect a disaster’s
magnitude. For example, a tornado that arrives on a
busy Sunday morning would put far more people at risk
than one that strikes during a time when the church
is empty.
Also, your risk assessment may uncover trouble spots, such
as overloaded electrical outlets, that can be fixed with relative ease. Alleviating these hazards may help prevent disasters before they happen.
For more on a sample risk assessment worksheet and other
helpful resources, see page 5.

Step 3: Create a Response Plan
Using the information found in the risk assessment, the
team can begin developing a disaster response plan. The
goals in creating a response plan are to:
• Minimize losses and injuries caused by a disaster.
Local emergency management professionals are a good resource
when assessing potential safety risks.
Guide for Developing High-Quality Emergency Operation Plans for Houses of Worship by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, http://www.fema.gov/media-librarydata/20130726-1919-25045-2833/developing_eops_for_houses_of_worship_final.pdf.
Posted June 6, 2013. Accessed January 6, 2015.
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• Restore the ministry’s normal operations as efficiently
as possible.
Divide the project into small, manageable segments that can
develop into a larger plan. Start with a response plan for one
hazard, such as fire, and repeat the process for each hazard.
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“We never want to say,
‘We didn’t plan for that.’
We want to be as thorough
in our planning as we can
possibly be.”

FILLING THE GAPS

— Mike Martin, Lifegate Church
Omaha, Nebraska
Ideally, a disaster plan will include:
• Evacuation plans. Where will people gather after
evacuating? All gathering points should be at least 150
feet away from the building, and it’s best to designate
an alternate shelter where people can gather in case
of inclement weather. Decide how you will verify
that everyone has evacuated the building. Determine
check-out procedures that nursery workers should use
if parents want to take their children home from the
gathering point.
• Severe weather plans. Which areas of the building
are best for taking shelter? Select an area that’s large
enough to hold the full congregation. Or, if the building
is large enough, designate more than one shelter area.
Generally, the best places to take shelter from a tornado
are basements or an interior part of the building, away
from windows.
• Lockdown plans. How will you alert everyone in the
building of a lockdown situation? Put someone in charge
of locking doors, and decide how you will signal the end
of the lockdown.
• Response plans to other local threats. If your area is
vulnerable to unique threats like earthquakes, severe
blizzards, or chemical spills, it’s a good idea to include
response plans for these threats in your written plan.
• First-aid plans. Decide who will be in charge of
providing first aid until first responders arrive. Outline
the materials that should be included in the ministry’s
emergency/first-aid kits, where the kits are located, and
how often the kits should be checked for expired items.
• Data contingency plans. If your building is inaccessible
for an extended period, can employees access the data

Have you reviewed your insurance policy lately?
Creating a response plan is a good first step toward
protecting your ministry against disasters. Insurance
coverage can add an extra layer of protection.
Brotherhood Mutual offers the following disasterrelated coverages:
• Loss of donations or income. If a disaster causes
your ministry to temporarily close, this coverage
can help make up for the donations and other
income lost during the closing.
• Extra expense coverage. If a disaster causes your
ministry to pay certain expenses, such as renting
an alternate location during a rebuilding project,
this coverage can help pay these extra expenses,
up to coverage limits.
• Emergency removal of covered property. If your
ministry moves property items to a different
location for up to 30 days to avoid being damaged
by a disaster, this coverage can reimburse the
ministry for the moving costs.
• Ordinance and law coverage. If a disaster
damages part of a building but local law requires
the ministry to tear down undamaged portions
and rebuild the entire facility, this coverage helps
pay the extra rebuilding costs.
• Relief activity coverages. If your ministry sends
workers to assist with disaster recovery efforts,
this coverage helps protect these workers. It
provides additional medical expense and wage
loss coverage, coverage for damage to their
personal tools, and primary liability coverage.
Contact your Brotherhood Mutual agent for assistance
with your coverage needs.

(continued on next page)
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company
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Disaster Planning (continued)
they need to run the ministry’s business? How will you
recover data if a hard drive or server crashes? See the
article on page 5 for more on data recovery.
• Locations of utility shutoff points. Include the locations
of water and natural gas shutoff valves, as well as the
main electrical breaker and any backup power sources.
• Chain of command. Designate the people who will be
in charge during each type of response—and who will
take charge if the primary contact is unavailable.
• Communication plans. In the immediate aftermath of a
disaster, it helps to have 24-hour contact information
for first responders, ministry leaders, utility companies,
plumbers and other contractors, insurance agents and
carriers, and other key contacts. Also, consider how you
will notify employees, volunteers, and the congregation
if the ministry has to postpone or cancel activities.
Remember, phones and electricity may not be working.
• Financial contingency plans. Will the ministry continue
paying employees’ salaries if a disaster forces the
ministry to halt operations for an extended amount
of time? Does the ministry have adequate insurance
coverage to deal with a disaster? See the article on
page 3 for tips about which coverages to pursue.
Ask local first responders and a locally licensed attorney
to approve the plan before putting it into practice. First
responders can lend their expertise and an attorney can
help ensure that the plan complies with all applicable laws.

Step 4: Train Employees and Volunteers
A response plan is most effective when employees and volunteers are trained to follow it. Look for ways to incorporate
response training into orientation for new personnel, and retrain employees and volunteers often. It’s a good idea to:
• Provide copies of the plan to employees and volunteers.
• Post evacuation routes, maps of shelter areas, and other
key information around the building for quick reference.
• Organize “what-if” tabletop training sessions to help
employees and volunteers visualize what they would do
in disaster situations.
• Perform response drills when feasible.
Keep attendees informed about the response procedures
that apply to them. Employees and volunteers may take the
lead during a disaster situation, but an informed congregation may be less likely to panic if they have been briefed on
what to do.
“It’s one thing to hear about the plan and read about it,”
Martin says. “But when you practice it hands-on, the retention and recall is much better.”

Step 5: Evaluate and Refresh
A response plan should be a dynamic document. Evaluate
the plan on an annual basis, fine-tuning it as needed, and
obtain approvals from the ministry’s attorney before finalizing any changes. Once changes are approved, re-train
employees and volunteers to follow the updated plan.

“We had a few of our local emergency managers walk
through the building with us,” James says. “They helped us
fine-tune some things—like our evacuation routes.”

BROTHERHOOD MUTUAL SAFETY WEBINARS
JOIN US FOR THESE FREE UPCOMING PRESENTATIONS
1. Social Media for Ministries: Pointers and Pitfalls – March 31
2. 	The Empowered Ministry: Sexual Harassment Prevention
and Response – May 20
3. Church Safety and Security: Medical Response Teams – To be announced

Visit brotherhoodmutual.com
Register for the latest webinar and sign up for the eNewsletter.
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DISASTERS AND DATA: USE LAYERS
hard drives. Files are copied to the device, which should
be stored off-site. It’s crucial to choose a safe, secure
place to store backup devices—a place that is unlikely
to be affected if the church is struck by a disaster.
Consider encrypting and password-protecting data to
help safeguard against theft.

How long could your ministry go without important computer files? A few days? A week? Whether data loss is caused
by an outside disaster or just a hard-drive crash, the key to
speedy recovery is to use a series of backup procedures.
“You may want to use multiple layers of backups,” says Jeff
Leichty, director of information technology at Indiana Tech
in Fort Wayne, Indiana. “That means building a strategy that
will keep backup files local for speed of recovery, in addition
to ensuring that the same backup is sent off-site in case a
serious disaster destroys all local copies.”
When forming a data restoration plan, it’s important to
decide which files are critical to ministry operations. If a
natural disaster destroyed all the ministry’s computers,
which files would need to be restored to bring ministry
operations back to normal? These files should be first on the
list to back up—files related to accounting, payroll, worship
services, and other critical functions.
Leichty, who volunteers on the information technology
team at his church and teaches disaster recovery classes at
Indiana Tech, says it’s a good idea to back up critical ministry files at least once a week and probably more frequently,
depending on the amount of effort required to rebuild any
data that may be lost since the last backup. There are two
main options for backing up data: physical backups and
cloud-based systems.
• Physical backups can be performed using devices such
as flash drives, SD cards, data tapes, and external
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company

• Cloud-based systems such as Carbonite, Dropbox,
Google Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive use the Internet
to upload files to off-site locations (the “cloud”) for
storage. Many cloud providers offer a limited amount of
free storage, with more space available for a monthly or
annual fee. Cloud systems are especially convenient for
ministries that use laptops or mobile devices to access
files from multiple locations. Be sure to guard privacy
by working with a reputable cloud service provider that
uses industry-standard security measures.
Test backup files from time to time to make sure the system
is working properly. This step ensures the data is usable and

(continued on page 6)

DISASTER PREP RESOURCES
Need more information?
See the following resources:
• FEMA.gov. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency offers a series of resources, including its
comprehensive Guide for Developing High-Quality
Emergency Operation Plans for Houses of Worship.
• OFB-EZ Toolkit. Produced by the Insurance
Institute for Business & Home Safety, this
guidebook includes several business continuity
worksheets. Find it at DisasterSafety.org/openfor-business.
• BrotherhoodMutual.com. Brotherhood Mutual
has produced several disaster planning resources
just for ministries, including The Church Safety
and Security Guidebook.
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Disasters and Data (continued)
can act as a reminder of how to restore data in the event
of a disaster. A full restore is ideal, but if that’s not feasible,
consider restoring at least a few files on a quarterly basis.
Other ways to avoid extended data outages include:
• Enabling remote data access. If the building is
inaccessible but utilities are still working, you may be
able to use ministry computers remotely. A passwordprotected virtual private network (VPN) can allow
users to log into their workstations from home via an
Internet connection.

• Moving hardware off-site. When replacing ministry
computers, consider laptops instead of desktops.
Workers can take laptops home with them, potentially
moving the computers out of harm’s way. Encourage
workers to store their work laptops in safe locations.
In today’s digital age, virtually every record a ministry keeps
is stored on a computer. If technology breaks down, a data
restoration plan can have your ministry back up and running
as quickly as possible.

WHAT’S THE REAL COST OF A PAYROLL MISTAKE?

Payroll mistakes affect more than a church’s finances. When the IRS imposes back taxes and
penalties, the true cost is how it affects your ministry—erosion of trust, loss of programs and
the turmoil of putting things right.
SAVE MONEY. SAVE TIME. STAY COMPLIANT.
Don’t let payroll mistakes disrupt your ministry. Get help from a ministry payroll specialist today.

Visit MinistryWorks.com
for a price quote today.
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PUTTING PLANS INTO PRACTICE

RESPONSE DRILLS

Now that your ministry has a disaster response plan,
it’s time to train staff and volunteers to follow the plan.
According to Mike Martin, facilities and security director at
Lifegate Church in Omaha, Nebraska, it’s important to train
the congregation, too.
“We have the written plan and we have tabletop training
discussions with our full staff, but we also do hands-on
drills,” Martin says. “Thanks to the drills, recall has been
good and people are ready to respond.”
Once a month, the church has a Sunday morning disaster
drill. Its congregation of 1,300-2,000 people moves to a
safe place with the help of the ministry security team, ushers, childcare personnel, and others.
The security team initiates the drill in the children’s area,
where childcare personnel and security team members
move children to appropriate areas. In the sanctuary, Martin
walks to the main stage to address the congregation. He
quickly discusses:

1. The situation. Martin calmly explains the reason for
the announcement—a nearby tornado, for example.

2. Childcare. He informs parents that their children are
already being moved to a safe area. “When we let
parents know that their kids are being taken care of,
that prevents hysteria,” Martin says. “Then, they’re
more likely to take direction.”

3. The procedure. With evacuation maps displayed
on the projection screens, Martin instructs the
congregation to move to safety by following the routes
and heeding ushers’ directions.
A monthly response drill may seem extreme, but the backing of church leaders has helped the congregation understand the importance of these drills.
“I really haven’t seen any resistance. Our security team has
a great relationship with our church body,” Martin says.
“The entire drill only takes about 20 minutes, so the pastor
can still preach and have a normal service. Plus, sometimes
we’ll give everyone a cookie as a thank-you.”
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company

Here are a few items to assess during response drills:

• Nursery and children’s areas. Post evacuation
maps in all childcare areas. Keep check-in/check-out
paperwork handy to help with head counts. Consider
using wagons or wheeled cribs to move young children
out of the nursery.
“We have a few cribs with bigger wheels in our
nursery,” says Bob James, church administrator at Rich
Fork Baptist Church in Thomasville, North Carolina.
“When we do our drills, we put the little ones in the crib
and wheel it right out the door.”

• Crowd management. Position ushers and safety
team members around the building to help ensure
traffic flows in an orderly fashion. Some state and
local fire codes may require ushers to undergo crowd
management training. Even though religious assemblies
may be exempt from legal requirements, following
local codes and regulations can still be considered best
practices. Ask a locally licensed attorney about the
requirements that apply to your ministry.

• Accessibility. Be sure that all evacuation routes are
wheelchair-accessible. Ask ushers to help those who
need assistance in moving along the routes.

• Communication. Determine how you will communicate with people in each part of the facility, remembering
the possibility of a power outage. Battery-powered
walkie-talkies can help safety team members communicate with one another.
During a lockdown situation, how will you safely signal
that the lockdown is over? One method is to have the
security team unlock each door with a key, rather than
relying solely on verbal commands.

• Lighting. Are evacuation routes well-lit? Are emergency backup lights in working order?
Occasional drills can help you fine-tune your response plans,
and may help keep the congregation calm when an actual
disaster occurs.
The Deacon’s Bench, Spring 2015
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